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NOTICE

This information applies only to the
Nova Fiber solution.

Once you have performed the tasks listed in the Nova Fiber FMS 
installation guide, you can perform the steps listed hereafter to get your 
system ready.

Configuring Hardware

Unless otherwise specified, you can refer to the user guide of your unit 
(FG-750 or RTU-2) for the complete information.

Ground your unit.

Connect a network cable to your unit.

Connect RTUe-91x0 external switches to your unit (RTU-2).

If desired, connect a monitoring device to the dry contact relays.

Insert switch cassettes (FG-750EX only) or test modules (RTU-2) in your unit.

If desired, install your FG-750 or RTU-2 unit in a rack.

Connect you unit to an AC or a DC power source.

If you work with an FG-750, connect a laptop to it, retrieve the IP address of the rear Ethernet 
port (host and companion), and then use the Web interface to configure the unit as necessary.

If you work with an RTU-2, install AMT on a laptop, and then connect to your unit and 
configure it as necessary.

 Turn on your unit.

If desired, install the fiber (patchcord) management tray (FG-750).

Clean, inspect, and connect the fibers to the various ports of the system.
Refer to the user guide of the optical switch or of the modules.

If you work in a non-DNS environment, you must configure your unit manually to be able 
to connect it to the Nova Fiber solution.
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Preparing to Work With Nova Fiber

Unless otherwise specified, you can refer to the user guide of Nova Fiber 
FMS for the complete information.

Configure parameters related to Nova Fiber FMS (account, password)

After 24 hours from starting to monitor at least one route per RTU, ensure that there are no 
"absence_of_measurements" alarms. These would indicate a configuration problem, an invalid 

reference, or some other problem with the equipment.

After one hour from provisioning an RTU, validate that no platform “absence_of_metrics” alarms 
are opened. These would indicate a connection loss or some other problem with the unit. 

Define and configure network topology for all of your remote test units (FG-750, RTU-2, etc.).

This allows you to create logical remote test units (RTUs) that you will attach to physical ones 
registered to FMS

Configure your FG-750 or RTU-2 unit and setup test routes.

From FMS, attach physical RTUs to logical ones, create optical routes (logical testable object), 
and link them to RTU local ports

Manage users and groups (create users, give access rights). 

Refer to the section about IAM realm administrative account of the Nova Fiber FMS installation 
guide for the URL, username and password to use to connect to the Fiber console.

For all linked and configured optical routes, validate that each has a valid reference trace 
(FG-750) or baseline (RTU-2) for monitoring or on-demand troubleshooting. 


